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Reddit android browser battery

Hi, here are the results of personally benchmarking apps! I hope it will help you find a well optimized app/browser. This list will be updated! Device used: Google Pixel running android 10 w / Battery saver enabled. Method: (time / battery to use)= Number _____ Note: Higher number = more efficient / optimizedBEST worst: Samsung Browser: 76 minutes / 6% use = 12.6
(Best)Reddit: 82 minutes / 11% use = 7.45Ökosia: 21min / 3% used = 7 |and | 42min / 6% use = 7Quora: 394 minutes / 62% use = 6.35Microsoft Edge: 60min / 10% used = 6Firefox: 132 minutes / 25% used = 5.28Google Chrome: 203 minutes / 42% use = 4.83Brave Browser: 130 minutes / 31= 4.19Google Go: 53min / 1 3% used = 4.07Jio Browser: 63 minutes / 16% use =
3.93YouTube: 89 minutes / 25% use = 16% use = 3.93YouTube: 89 minutes / 25% use = 16% use = 3.93YouTube: 89 minutes / 25% use = 16% use = 3.93YouTube: 89 minutes / 25% use = 16% use = 3.93YouTube: 89 minutes / 25% use = 16% use = 3.93YouTube: 3.56 (Worst)Mega Sync: 11 minutes / 4% used = 2.75 (Worst downloading 15GB files, the app is properly
optimized tho)I-------------------------------------------------------------------------------I Apps to be tested in the future: Firefox Preview, Kiwi browser. (It will take time) Already tested applications: Microsoft Edge.Page 2 18 comments I'm a bit OCD when it comes to low battery drain applications on my phone. I've always used Bacon Reader Pro to get my reddit fix, but recently I tried the official
Reddit android app and I luckily noticed that it's cool amoled night mode that should help save battery life. But then unlike Bacon Reader Pro it uses valuable cpu cycles tracking my use of targeted advertising, etc. So with that in mind out all the redfit apps, any body has any scientific knowledge (or anecdotal evidence) that the Reddit andrid app has the best battery performance? I
appreciate any information about this thanks. Page 2 of 55 comments I have used Chrome normally, but decided to go brave for built-in ad blocking means that I no longer have to direct traffic through Adguard (I assumed it would save battery). I know I can not trust Android battery stats with Adguard installed, but Chrome never appeared anywhere at the top of the list. Brave on
the other hand. Consume more battery than the other? Page 2 12 comments bleepingcomputer.com/news/g...Page 2bleepingcomputer.com/news/g... I still use via smartphone and I think it's a beast. The bonus thing is that it's speed dial! On the tablet Via does not work well and I use Brave.Also I try bromite these days. It's fast, but I think it drains the battery faster than via. Nor is
speed dial bromide and brave. Why so negativity via browser? For safety reasons? I want to know. Page 2 of 12 comments So what is the best full function browser that has the best battery life? I've used a lot of them and Opera beta is currently what I use, but it has the worst battery life of any borwser. Features I need, speed dialing, ad block, full screen browsing, dark topic I've
tried, flash, vivaldi, yandex, braveSK far I like Opera best, but battery life is just bad for me to use long-term Does anyone know the answer to this question? I I Firefox but is it really the least battery intensive browser for android? Page 2 of 25 comments Browsers is a very big thing on any smartphone, so I'm always curious what new ones can bring to the table, on my side of my
choice: Browser: Opera touchPros: it's a very optimized touch gesture, it's actually one of the easiest I've found to use one hand and one of the best ways to handle maps plus it's an ad blocker and saves data and battery quite well. Cons: it is mixed with integration with other applications, lastpass does not work with it, also double-tap the link you need to open Google maps,
among other things, also some websites are not loaded properly. Page 2 of 159 comments What is the best browser in terms of phones with battery life? Page 2Posted byu / [deleted]5 years ago 29 comments This is one of the best tips I've ever gotten to improve your phone's battery life lately. And it's simple. And uses built-in battery features that we should probably all think
about using more strongly! So the tip is just this: Make sure that all browser applications (Chrome, Edge, Firefox, etc.) all have their own background battery usage limited. To do this, Pie, follow these steps for each browser app you have installed:SettingsApps &amp;amp; NotificationsSee all 123 appsChrome (or any browser application you are looking
for)AdvancedBatteryBackground restrictionRestrictIt previously was that rogue applications were #1 cause poor battery life. These days, though it's still a likely candidate, rogue web pages running a browser tab in the background are the new #1 cause for poor battery life, especially now that half the world is trying my Bitcoin phone for malicious advertising to be served on your
phone after a long period of inactivity has passed. Try this and see if the battery life improves at all. Consider this on these social and shopping apps so you never really need to push notifications. I don't do it on Amazon because I like to have notifications when something arrives. But I'm doing it newegg because I don't need these messages. Also, I don't do it on Reddit because I
like these push notifications, but I do it on Twitter because I don't want to push notifications when people mention or DM me. I hope it helps someone! :-)Page 2 of 2
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